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that relate not to the present moment, but to my historical habits of relating
that Ihave been practicing since conception.

Somatic psychology seeks to dissolve these organismically-absorbed

characters through direct experiences of our authentic energy and move¬

ment. In this way, we can live free of any ways that we may have needed to

misshape ourselves in order to get through our formative years.

Human Development From a Somatic Perspective

Somatic psychology holds unique ideas about human development.
While the field acknowledges and extensively uses the ideas of the classicists

Winnicot, Mahler, Piaget, and others, it also offers some distinct perspec¬

tives on childhood development. In particular, it looks at how developmen¬
tal needs and tasks are routed through the body, and how physical interac¬

tions in the family impact psychological maturation. It recognizes that from

conception until some time after birth we are out of gravity and in the hori¬

zontal world, beingheld first by the womb and then by our caregivers. When

our body begins to move outside the womb, we experiment with gravity and

make increasingly successful attempts to becomevertical.This transition from

horizontal to vertical, from out-of-gravity to in-gravity, is the blueprint for

all developmental tasks and often echoes how we progressed up the evolu¬

tionary scale and developed in the intrauterine environment.

The work of Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen (1993) has made an impor¬

tant contribution to body-centered developmental theory. Cohen began her

career as an occupational therapist, and from her specialization workingwith

small children she subsequently developed Body-Mind Centering. She be¬

gan by observing the developmental movement sequences of normal human

babies—-beginningwith the newborn's ability to turn and raise its head, and

as it grows, progressing down the spine to the ability to raise up on the arms,

then to push onto hands and knees, then to crawl and so forth. She noted

that when something interferes with these basic tasks, not only did the

children's growing bodies become more susceptible to postural and orthope¬
dic problems, but that these movement deficiencies also retarded perceptual
richness, emotional maturity, and cognitive acuity. Cohen then began work¬

ing with adults, taking them back through original movement sequences

that had been skipped or inadequately experienced. Her Body-Mind Cen-
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tering techniques have formed a bridge from early childhood movement ex¬

periences to later adult functioning—physically, emotionally, and mentally.
Marion North (1972) believed that personality could be assessed

through observation of movement, and her work as a movement analyst led

her to look at the movement patterns and sequences of children, studying
the origins of personality in the early body expressions of newborns. She

found that basic movement tendencies such as a tendency to be more ener¬

getic and fidgety, or withdrawn and hesitant were present at birth and per¬

sisted into adulthood. She also correlated these basic movement energies to

character structure and felt that a child's movements were simply outer ener¬

getic expressions of inner temperament.

Irmgaard Bartenieff (Levy 1988) is also well known for her work

with children. She began her work as a physical therapist and dancer and

developed specialized movement games for children that emphasized the

building of movement sequences that integrated physical needs with emo¬

tional and motivational ones. All three of these clinicians and researchers saw

the early developmental movement tasks ofchildren as essential to their later

adult health and functioning, both physically and psychologically.
From the moment of conception, we need physical care, such as

food, warmth, and protection. Ifwe do not receive these, we die. As these are

met, we need bonding, a sense of attachment first to mother's body, then to

other people. Around birth we actually "imprint" on significant others, a

biologically-driven form of learning that ensures our survival (Lorenz 1963).

This bonding process is body-focused and body-oriented. It is accomplished
through movement and sensory processes—touch, vocal sound, smell, vi¬

sion, and movement synchrony. Is the baby held in a way that is stiff and

braced, or is its body shaped to its mother's in a relaxed and comfortingway?

The ways in which we interact with the bodies of our infants form their first

experiences of love and belonging. Loveblooms first and foremost as a physical

interaction.

Next, we need to be reflected. Jack Rosenberg and Marjorie Rand

(1985) call this mirroring. This manifests in the physical interactions be¬

tween the infant and his or her significant caregivers. This stage has to do

with helping the child develop a sense of being both distinct from and re¬

lated to others and is accomplished through physical cues that give the child's

emerging motility plenty of approval and safety.
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persona or false self that reacts automatically anddysfunctionally in the world
(Kurtz 1990; Keleman 1985). Defense mechanisms are literally physical states

of posturing or positioning the body. These postures and positions can be

classic in their nature, so that many clinicians will characterize body stances

as schizoid, oral, rigid, and similar terms. Many somatic psychologists will

"read" the body as a form of diagnosis, noting where the body is held, what

shape results, and what emotions, beliefs, and behavioral strategies ensue

(Brown 1990; Kurtz and Prestera 1976;North 1972; Pierrakos 1987). Some

emerging work (Levine 1976; Caldwell 1996) looks at defense strategies as

reflective of our animal history. Some of us, in the face of extreme stress or

repeated danger, learn to use our bodies like a rabbit in the grass, freezing in

order to escape detection. Others develop the badger strategy, using aggres¬

sion and all-out attack as a way to defend against predation. These defenses

are programmed into our physical behavior at an early age and most likely
reflect strategies perfected back in our more primitive past.

Where do these blockages or stillnesses come from? Most somatic

psychologists will agree with standard theory about the origins of psychopa-
thology—abuse, abandonment, disapproval, reality not beingvalidated, and

other problems. All these states lead to a fragmentation of the essential self,

with disowned parts being isolated, loathed, and projected, while compensa¬

tory false identities are practiced out of survival need. Somatic psychology
develops these ideas further by physicalizing them. We look at abuse as an

insult to the form of a person, altering his or her size, shape, and energy.

Abandonment is experienced as a state of ache and emptiness in the body
that only physical strategies can mitigate. Disapproval ultimately means dis¬

approval of our bodies and how they operate, resulting in a physically-based
shame that curls us in on ourselves (Lowen 1970; Smith 1985). When our

reality is not properly validated, we learn to mistrust our senses and the body

inwhich they are embedded in order to be cognitively in tune with the envi¬

ronment. Being crazy is a tangible, material state of twisted posture, tense

musculature, and graceless movement.

Treatmen t From a Somatic Perspective

It is in treatment that one sees the highly distinctive and creative

body of somatic psychology. This uniqueness extends to both our orienta-
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Reich developed a form of therapy that differed from psychoanaly¬

sis. He would ask a client to breathe heavily. Observing the client, Reich

noticed reactions to the increased energy in the body such as changes inskin

temperature or color. These reactions indicated blocks in the natural energy

flow. He also used physical contact and touch in order to diagnose or release

the blocks.The physical manipulation often led to a release of feelings and to

the recovery of memories, and he felt it served to speed up other therapeutic

processes that accompanied bodywork.

Reichviewed orgasm as an important function because it discharges

excess energy and leads to a breakdown of neurotic character structures. In

his theory he showed that full orgasm is absent in neurosis and that only a

free mind ina free body can experience and express a total body orgasm, not

just a genital one. Reich concluded that tension and relaxation are united

biophysical conditions; psychological tensions cannot exist without physical

parallels, and psychological problems cannot be relieved without correcting

the body as well. His techniques—which involved clients lying down and

breathing deeply in order to stimulate their energy and melt defensive

armoring through cathartic moving and sounding—were radical and got

him in a lot of trouble with the conservative American culture of the early

1950s. Reich died in prison, bitter about society's repression of the body and

of his work. Yet his emphasis on energy, on defenses as physical structures,

and on breathwork have subsequently come into the mainstream and formed

a major underpinning of somatic psychology today.

Other practitioners,such as FrederickAlexander, IdaRolf,and Moshe

Feldenkrais, followed the developments of somatic psychology but went on

to pioneer another branch of the somatic family tree—bodywork. Body¬

work emphasizes the alignment ofone's physical structure, realizing that when

the body holds muscular imbalances, the resulting torsions and compensa¬

tions produced stress, chronic tension, and disease. Most bodywork pioneers

acknowledged that the psyche and emotions both influencedand were influ¬

enced by body tension (Rolf felt that the body zlwl the personality), but their

work focused on using physical massage and movement techniques to re¬

store physical balance. Bodywork was not meant to be a form of psycho¬

therapy per se, though all felt that physical alignment could restore emo¬

tional and mentalharmony. Inaddition, people who became bodyworkprac¬

titioners did not receive any psychotherapy training in order to become
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fully.

Breakingfrom mainstream bioenergetic tradition is Stanley Keleman.

More than any other pioneer in this field, Keleman has attempted to articu¬

late how movement creates the body and the body creates movement. He

examines the vibratory processes of the body down to the cellular level and

postulates that it is the quality of this pulsation that shapes our physical
form. Clinically, he works with breath, movement, and sound to reestablish

the charge, formation and discharge process that develops both healthy tis¬

sues and healthy people.
Charles Kelley first described his work in the 1960s as "neo-Reichian"

but later named his Institute the "Radix Institute." He defined "Radix" as

the source, root, or primary cause from which the substratum of energy,

feeling, and movement are created. In the healthy person this radix pulsates,
charges, and discharges in emotional release. Radix work is less analytical,

involves less interpretation of meaning, and uses less verbal exchange be¬

tween the client and therapist than Reichian therapy or Bioenergetics. The

focus is on how a person is blocking emotionally and not on the emotional

content. Kelley used a different characterology from Reich and Lowen. His

work is based mainly on discovering how people block fear, anger, or pain.

Since Kelley's background was in the psychology of vision, he emphasized
visual awareness, eye contact, seeing and being seen, and visualization tech¬

niques. Kelley focused on two aspects: on opening first the ability for deep

spontaneous emotion; and second, the ability to choose appropriate goals

and purposes and effectively pursue them, since purpose and self-direction

give control and significance to people's lives. Kelley avoided the medical

and therapeutic model inhis work. For him there were no patients and thera¬

pists, only students who worked with each other and whose feelings were

opened to expression through education and personal growth processes un¬

der a teacher's supervision. Most Radixwork is done ingroups, which can be

different from Reichian therapy and Bioenergetics. It is often done in resi¬

dential intensives rather than inweekly sessions. Assuming that the intensive

environment is protective, there are fewer pressures from work or home situ¬

ations, more support from other group participants, and fewer opportuni¬

ties between sessions to reestablish defenses. Weekly follow-up sessions help
to integrate the work into daily life.

Manyof the Reichianoffshoot therapies, such as Bioenergetics,would
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therapeutic community, to the point where now almost every therapeutic

practitioner acknowledges and uses some of its techniques.
Currently, we are enjoying a glorious blooming of body-centered

psychotherapy models that will take more than this book to cover adequately.

As this work grows and expands, softer techniques and less analytical meth¬

odology have been added. More awareness practices and meditative tech¬

niques are being used. There is not as much use of explosive catharsis, stress¬

ful postures, invasive touching, or breathing into extreme states. The thera¬

pist is also less likely to interpret physical behavior or analyze body posture.

It is more likely that the job of finding meaning in posture, gesture, and

movement will be left to the client. This trend is exemplified by Kurtz's

(1990) Hakomi Therapy, Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks' (1991) Radiance

Method, Amy and Arnold Mindells' (1982) ProcessTherapy, my own Mov¬

ing Cycle (1996), and others.

Looking Ahead

Somatic psychology is a diverse and rich field that has only recently

begun to be recognized by people other than the pioneers who developed it

and their students and clients. In the beginning, one had to apprentice with

one of these pioneers to learn this type of work. While this apprenticeship
model is still popular, several accredited master's programs and other aca¬

demic opportunities have evolved that teach the general system of the field

and offer extensive clinical skill training. (See Appendix One for a list of

somatic psychology departments.)

There is muchdiversity in the field ofsomatic psychology. It is work¬

ing to articulate its own unified body, and this anthology attempts to further

recognize and articulate this common ground. As an aside, other interesting

trends can be observed in somatic psychology. Quite a few somatic psy¬

chologists work as husband/wife teams (such as the Hendricks, the Mindells,

the Grofs, the Rosenbergs, the Pessos, and the Browns). This kind of ener¬

getic balance and cooperation bodes well for the field. There is also an al¬

most universal love of physics among somatic psychologists, perhaps be¬

cause the body organizes around the laws of mechanical physics (new evi¬

dence suggests the body also behaves consonantly with chaos and fractal

theories in mathematics), and because the frontiers of physics seem to corre-
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spond to what we are discovering about the body's innate capabilities.
Most somatic psychologists see in the future such a deep reclaiming

ofand regard for our bodies that all healing and transformational work will

eventually involve this emphasis on the body. We tend to immodestly feel

that we are healing society's Cartesian and religious mistakes (Dychtwald

1977;Johnson 1983;Murphy 1992;Pierrakos 1987;Smith 1983),and hope

that in the upcomingcentury our call for organismic wholeness will resonate

and vibrate throughout the entire body of humanity.
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